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Introduction : BCA analysis in France (1)

Since 2012 a Law makes socio-economic evaluation (or Benefit-Cost Analysis-BCA) compulsory for investments
including a participation of the state or public organisations (établissements publics).
This new kind of evaluation has to complement the usual financial analysis of the investment project.

In France BCA analysis is currently used by practitioners for:
-health real estate (hospital, etc.)
-transport infrastructures (highways, bridges, etc.)

-BCA Analysis aims at producing some specific accounts that identify and give a price/value to every benefit 
and every cost including indirect costs and indirect benefits as well as externalities.
-One practical issue at stake for this kind of analysis is to propose a value that can be used by the 
practitioners (CO² value, value of a year of human life, etc.) to evaluate the very value (not the financial 
return!) of a given project.

The paper was presented and discussed in 11th SBCA annual conference (2019, Washington), in a session focusing
on BCA analysis for education policy.

…But not for Higher education and Research real estate and tech projects (Universities and Research buildings, etc.).



BCA analysis in France (2)

The successive waves of PIA (Plan d’Investissement d’Avenir) have secured a high level of public investment for Higher
Education and Research…

…. But they (legally) need some BCA analysis to examine investment options; the stakeholders (Universities, labs, etc.)
don’t know how to do!

The Commissariat Général à l’Investisment asked for a clear guide to start examining projects

France Strategie was in charge of writing such a guide (by French Ministry of Higher Education and research)…

… and consulted some stakeholders and experts.

Some guides (report of the Jaspers group) are available at European level for Research projects (recommended by
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development)
… but nothing is available to put a value on education degrees!

We propose some tools stemming from EDHEC microsimulation experience



The economic value of a degree

-The private return: wage premium over the course of a lifetime (taking into account unemployment risk).

-The public/tax return: the tax premium (linked to the wage premium) over the course of a lifetime

-Some externalities (external effects): the impact of the educated individual on other “production functions”
(production of health, children education, crime, democracy, etc.)

In education economics it is usual to distinguish:

What do we need to produce a value:

-The average wage (and tax*) career for a given diploma…

- …and the conterfactual option (entering directly the labour market)

-An externality correction

-A discount rate**.

*Income tax, Social
contributions, VAT

**Given (it is already
produced by previous
reports)



Estimating a set of Mincer wage 
equations (1)

How to estimate annual wage at a given point in time?

A usual assumption in economics, there are several
independent “average effects” (all things being equal):

-Diploma (number of year, type of diploma)

-Experience on the labour market

-An individual residual (Luck? Risk? Measurement error?... )

The data:
French labour force survey (education, labour
position, experience)
+ Tax statement of the household (wage, income tax)



Estimating a set of 
Mincer wage 
equations (2)



Employment rate by diploma

At a given point in time,
the wage value is
weighted by the risk of
being in unemployment
that is computed from
the same data set.



Average individual tax rate by diploma

From the same data
one can compute an
individual average
income tax rate and
compute the tax
return.



A free tool for practitioners (1): parameters

Average Social contribution
rate are computed from
French National Accounts

The VAT rate estimated by
VAT microsimulation model



A very preliminary work:
A very rough appraisal for 
developed countries like FR!

source: Chapman et Lounkaew (2015) adapted from MacMahon (2006). 

Externalities

Externality :
30% of public returns



Counterfactual and pricing of the education option

The pricing method and the choice of the counterfactual are embedded in the French Higher Education institutions

Rather than:
-entering a 2-years degree (BTS, IUT), one can enter the Labour market with a BAC education level
-entering a 3-years (University licence), one can enter the Labour market with a BAC education level
-entering a Master degree, one can enter the Labour market with a licence education level
-entering a PhD degree, one can enter the Labour market with a Master education level

How to do with Grande école degree (Business and engineering schools)?

We have to take into account the selection/elite effect.
Assumption: rather than enter a Grande école one can easily follow the same kind of curriculum at University !

With the Mincer equations estimated, one can identify the wage career of University degrees in Business or in Science !



A free tool for 
practitioners (2): 
simulation



Socio-economic benefits of higher education diploma



Estimating the cost of repeating and drop-out (1)

Example:
One repeating year
(« redoublement »
in French)



Estimating the cost of repeating and drop-out (2)

Example:
Drop-out  after two 
years of training



Estimating the cost of repeating and drop-out (3)



Benefit of continuous education for some tertiary diplomas

With a set of assumptions, the value of entering the labour market now and entering higher
education later (continuous vocational training) is possible…



Benefit of a student 
orientation reform

With a set of 
assumptions and 
some statistics on 
student success, one 
can produce ex ante 
evaluation of a given 
reform…



Conclusion

The methodology helps to valuate different investment options in higher education:

-New education buildings

-Implementation of digital tools in higher education

-…

In the development of such a tool there is a kind of trade-off between being more
precise (microsimulation tools, etc.) and being easy to use for practitioners


